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SYSTEM REQUIREMENT: Each agency is responsible for contacting the state and ensuring all required paperwork, hardware, third-party 
software, and configuration (to include network, ORI, NCIC Usernames/Password, and terminal ID assignments) are in place prior to 
JavelinNCIC installation. For agencies in Georgia this includes a request for a Metro Header.

*The InterAct JavelinNCIC interface, and particularly the two-way interace, may not be available in all states. Please contact a sales 
representative for more details. In the event that we do not yet support your state’s access to the database, we are pleased to work closely 
with you to develop a solution to meet your needs.

JavelinNCIC
Product Overview

A simple yet powerful user interface, InterAct JavelinNCIC allows 

users to query a national, state and local index of criminal justice 

information—including criminal record history, fugitive data, stolen 

property, missing persons data and more. This stand-alone product 

fully supports CJIS and lets dispatchers as well as officers in the field 

easily run queries and validate information in real time. JavelinNCIC 

is also integrated directly into InterAct CAD for the ultimate ease 

of use by eliminating the need for a separate workstation and dual 

entry of data.

System Features

JavelinNCIC provides an arsenal of easy-to-use features that can 

be customized for agencies of any size. Key features offered by the 

interface include:

 Functioning as a stand-alone module that can be installed  

on desktop or laptop PCs and accessed wirelessly from  

mobile units. 

 Two-way flow of information*. Users can query and also write, 

create, modify and delete information as needed. Robust 

security features ensure that only authorized personnel can 

make changes to the data. 

 Visual notification of responses to transactions.

 Capture of the information that is most important to law 

enforcement agencies, such as stolen vehicles, concealed 

weapon permits, missing persons, warrants and criminal history.

System Benefits

 Easy to Use  JavelinNCIC’s simplicity allows novices and experts 

alike to easily perform the most complex transactions. Color-

coding ensures that required information is included in an entry 

or query, and Help tools are built into the interface.

 Enhanced Security  The JavelinNCIC client includes security 

measures such as user-permissions, ORI-permissions, and 

required user-entry fields. It can even be configured to handle 

the state requirements for logging on and off the state network, 

as well as any other security requirements mandated by the 

state.

 Save Time  The database permanently stores all system-wide 

transactions and allows past transactions to be viewed at any 

time, enabling quick and easy resubmission of data.

 Transaction Return Notifications  Agencies can configure the 

interface to visually notify a user that a transaction response 

has been returned. The user can view both the return and the 

number of returns that are still outstanding and then easily  

print the return. 

 Save Money  Since JavelinNCIC runs independent of any other 

programs, customers receive maximum benefit without the 

high cost involved in purchasing additional hardware, software 

or VPN licenses. 


